Dr Carol Glover

I support rate capping. My council, Wellington Shire council, is way out of control with rates rises. They are increasing them every year, and use cynical advertising techniques to con the public into thinking it's alright for the rates to keep rising. A rates cap will teach them to use their resources more conservatively and stop wasting the excessive amount of money I'm forced to give them each year, albeit from my very low retirement income. For example, they provide very exotic and expensive finger food at meetings, which I can't afford to buy for myself! I particularly object when they do this at meetings such as the annual welcome to 'new professionals' to Sale. Why don't they do the same for the new unemployed residents in public housing! This is only one of many reasons why capping should be implemented to keep shire spending in check. Another is the excessive salaries they pay to their staff, even those with low education levels. I hope you will implement rate
capping.
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